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About This Game

Been looking for the thrill? Then you've come to the right place! Here is a terrifying survival simulator of an abandoned hospital
with elements of horror, which will keep you in suspense throughout the game! Insanity Clicker is a time-killer game full of

horror and fear that will make you tremble in a couple of minutes!

Imagine: you are alone, the sounds of heads and fists beating behind the bare walls around you can be heard even through
them... What's going on here?! First thoughts: I want to get out of here as quickly as possible, but... Am I strong enough?
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One click, two clicks - and you're not so weak and vulnerable as you were a moment ago! More clicks, more power! Hitting the
wall becomes automatic with time! The one has to be hardy, need to adapt to this place. Pills, mutagens - consume everything

you need to stay sane! But they also have to be found somewhere, so clench your fists and step into the unknown!

Still not scared? Then we got tell you about the inhabitants. Maniacs, madmen and mutants – are just a small part of the
population of this place. And now the most interesting part - each of them is ready to eat you alive, tear you up into pieces or

just kill by the injection of a deadly vaccine. Yeah, deranged former doctors of the hospital will also join the party!
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Title: Insanity Clicker
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Free to Play, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
PlayFlock
Publisher:
PlayFlock
Release Date: 7 Jun, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows Server 2008, Windows XP, Windows 7, or Windows 8 Classic

Processor: 2.33GHz or faster x86-compatible processor, or Intel Atom™ 1.6GHz or faster processor for netbook class devices

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD graphics 4000 or above

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated sound card

English,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Well executed. Consider this as 'The Blu in space'. :)

Really enjoyable demo of how VR should work.

Not much replay value - but immersive and a lot of fun.

Recommended.. YES THIS WILL WORK ON OCULUS.

Because my review will be pretty lengthy, I will include my verdict right here so you can read and go or read my entire review.

VERDICT: Great game and a great way to get easy to access BP before a game and probably the best way to really mentally
prepare yourself for a game. If you don't really play, then it's a great way to experience baseball at the plate and really hone your
skills. BUT, I think $25 is just way too much this game is asking for. I understand that developers (Especially for VR games)
spend months and years making these games, but $25 for a game with literally the sole purpose of batting is just too much to ask
for. It is definitely a game you should pay for, just not $25. Drop this in your wishlist and wait for the devs to put this on sale.
Not worth $25.

REVIEW: I have just finished my final year of High School Baseball. In preparation for college and having summer vacation, I
have not had the chance of getting BP anywhere, and have become quite cage-sick. So I invested in this application. My local
cage isnt too cheap, so having an alright option handy was very good. Tried it out and was quite impressed. It really yells indie
and new so it lacks a lot of UI features and ease-of-use features like orientation and controls or instruction. But batting wise and
playing-the-game-wise is pretty simple, you pull the trigger, then shmack that sucker. This game also has some great
customization features to make hitting easier or harder. But in the end of the day, $25 for an indie start-up with a great idea is
just too much. I advise you wait until the developers lower the price or choose to put it on sale. As of today, this game is not
worth $25. At most: $10-15.

Besides that, great tracking and design. 99\/10. The game's wit and humor can only be matched by it's strategical prowess and
customization. You'll have plenty to do for both sides, especially for the cheap price of 5 bucks. Just be warned, this is an old
game, so take that into mind when you are fiddling around with the interface.. This game just really went beyond my
expectations.
I had the original DS2, but Scholar of the first sin is definitely worth buying.

Storyline: 8\/10

Repeatability: 10\/10

Multiplayer:10\/10

PVP: 7\/10

You will not regret buying this is you love DS franchise.. Not sure how good the puzzles are, didn't get that far.

Rather bad motion sickness warning!
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I've spent more than a fair number of hours in Elite Dangerous and Lone Echo with absolutely no issues. However, within
minutes of loading this up, I broke out in a cold sweat. There's something just off about the motion.

There is not teleportation movement, corner dimming or any of the other anti sickness measures. It's all smooth translation.
Move and strafe with left touch stick, rotate with right. On top of that, there is an up and down translation on the buttons.

If there are options to change this, I couldn't find them. Not using Rift Touch controllers anyway.
The game also put me way too high, so the scale just felt off.

Avoid for now.. dont bother, very low res textures and the fireworks make the framerate drop easily. Even if this were free to
play i would still feel ripped off
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I love the graphics, my favourite unit is the 33rd Foot. Fun little platforming game that gets pretty difficult pretty fast. Cute
characters, good level design, unique boss fights; what else could you ask for? Would make for a fun speedrun (^:. It's pretty
short but it has similar feel to "Long Live The Queen", however this game is much more forgiving. You raise your characters
stats by picking various tasks to do and choosing from choices in various situations. The game is short and only lasts a few
minutes but to see how your life after the Yawhg and do you save/recover the land after the Yawhg makes each playthough
exciting. Sometimes the things you do can haunt you or hurt your characters that might not have been connected at all. Doing
the little things can have a huge impact positive and negatively.. really fun and cheap game , great purchase especially when on
sale. it has a really cool soundtrack and fun levels which gives you an achievement for every stage... these achievements are
great to decorate your steam account with as it has lots of letters, genders (including attack helicopter) and hundreds of flags. it
has a small easter egg(spoiler on how to get it)  that gives you a couple hundred of those achievements for clicking the flag icon
in the settings area . \u8fd9\u6e38\u620f\u5f88\u786c\u76d2\u5f88\u5389\u5bb3. Some achievements are broken,
performance is rough, taking damage while the drone is repairing things is annoying, and the game is very very short. There are
4 stages that kind of nutshell a "mission" that you are apparently doing. I think this is the end of buying wave shooters for me.
The time has come.
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